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Getting to Know Some of the Characters: 

 
 

Yamaria:  As a child she is precocious and observant.  She inclined towards 
nature, preferring a specific area in the backyard of the Los Angeles home 
she was reared in.  Yamaria believed that a special bird spoke to her.  She is 
of mixed heritage, her mother is black American and her father is European 
Italian.  As she ages, Yamaria prefers her studies, especially hard sciences as 

her company.  She can be awkward, but is of a good nature, genuine and beautiful.  She 
observed fashion but in many ways was not materialistic.  She cherishes a locket that 
her father had given her though she does not wear it often.  She has a middling silky 
caramel skin tone due to her multi-racial heritage.  She stands at about 5'9", a bit taller 
than the average American woman. Yamaria has springy dark coily hair that bounces 
whenever she walks.  She enjoys gazing out at the stars from her Italian aunt and uncles 
rooftop after she relocates abroad. 
 
Tomasso:  He is Yamaria's father, a full-bloodied Italian.  Yamaria inherits her height 
from him as her father is a statuesque man who has dark brown eyes and dark wavy 
hair.  Although he is a cultural traditionalist, he is also a scientists.  He and Josephine 
met at university where they worked on experiments and projects together.  Tomasso is 
one of two children. 
 
Josephine:  She is rather tall and is Yamaria's mother.  Some would consider her 
strictness with Yamaria as a form of discipline, yet the story reveals she was only using 
her daughter, Yamaria, for her powers.  She has deep brown eyes and caramel skin with 
red undertones as well as thick black hair.  She met Tomasso while at university while 
they both studied hard sciences.  By appearances Yamaria's mother steered  her to 
focus on inner development of what she was thought a woman should be—well spoken, 
caring, cultivated, intelligent, and family oriented.  Yet, this was all part of a ruse in 
order for Josephine to attempt to control Yamaria well into adulthood.  Circumstance 
would prevent Josephine from no longer having a hold on her daughter.  Until then, 
Josephine would attempt to harness her daughter's gift for her own nefarious and 
selfish intent. 
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Salvatore is a tall, handsome European Italian.  He has a square, chiseled chin 
which he usually keeps clean-shaven, deep brown eyes and pearly white 
teeth.  His wavy hair descended about mid-length and accentuated his 
piercing eyes.  He had a deep and authoritative voice.  He also studied the 
hard sciences.  He originally met Yamaria years ago while they studied 
abroad at graduate university.  He has some traditional values but prefers a 

bit of spontaneity and adventure as a way of living.  He works for his family's lucrative 
enterprise, but maintains his interest in the sciences that he studied years ago at 
university.  Salvatore is an above average cook, able to make traditional Italian meals 
when necessary.  After he reunites with Yamaria years later and they begin a courtship, 
Yamaria realizes that Salvatore has a heightened protective instinct with her.  In time, 
Salvatore will learn how much his true affectionate bond with Yamaria will reveal his 
own ability to navigate their lives and what they are to soon encounter in the other 
world. 
 
 

Catalina is Yamaria's European Italian aunt.  She keeps house with her 
specialty being able to prepare homecooked meals.  She is not very well 
educated, especially in the sciences.  However, she is observant and 
remembers certain incidents in the past related to her niece.  Yamaria's 

aunt is also astute enough to hold certain possessions or heirlooms that she knows are 
important to her niece's future.  However, Aunt Catalina is quite traditional, hoping that 
her niece will take a break from her career to get married.  Catalina keeps a trunk in 
their filled with heirlooms and other things left for Yamaria after her father and mother 
died. 
 
 

Giovanni is Yamaria's European Italian uncle.  He, like his wife Catalina, 
hopes to see his niece wed soon.  Uncle Giovanni is robust with a hearty 

appetite for his wife's authentic cooking.  He had always been a hard-working man, and 
seems to view life in the simplest terms.  Yamaria's uncle is naturally protective of her 
and silently admires Yamaria's work in the sciences, but also reminds her that there is 
more to living than work.  He is one of the few male figures she grew up admiring in 
addition to her grandfather and father. 
 
 

Livianna is the eldest of the newly discovered siblings in the interstice.  She is 
knowledgable within the space of time, yet is wise enough to observe and 
listen in silence before she contributes to the necessary solution.  After they 
recover from the initial conflict, Livianna reflects on her newfound heritage, 

wishing she had known of Yamaria and the rest so that she could fulfill her role in the 
family hierarchy.  Livianna's role of power and sacrifice seems to end, yet there is power 
in light, the cosmos and the space between.  Livianna discovers that her life and what 
comes after has prepared her for a much greater role than she ever desired. 
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Gidadina  is the youngest of Yamaria's newly discovered siblings from the 
interstice.  Though she was reared by an adoptive mother and father, 
Gidadina obtained an education equivalent this world's biothermal 

engineer.  When she was left in her world as a baby, a special book was left with her 
swaddled body.  Giddadina knew it was powerful.  She would never leave it from her 
side.  She is polite, observant and relates to Yamaria the most.  Gidadina has a kind 
heart just as Yamaria and after trying to help Basilia, realizes, as the others, that she is 
beyond redemption. 
 
 

Basilia is older than Yamaria and Gidadina, but younger than Livianna 
amongst the newly discovered siblings.  Though she initially helps the 

others in averting a great disaster at Antonio's direction, it is later discovered that she 
betrayed them all.  She is hard-hearted, stubborn, and curt because of Yamaria's 
childhood.  Basilia wished it was she who was raised with both ofher parents, thatit was 
she who was to marry a dashing gentleman.  Though she and the others had to work 
together to work towards their initial triumph, Yamaria, with Salvatore at her side were 
chosen foremost to complete the task.  This embittered Basilia even further.  Yamaria, 
and the rest only discover Basilia's simmering animosity when they all return to the 
home of their Italian aunt and uncle.  It is here wherein Basilia meets her rightful death 
and perishes before them all. 
 
 

Antonio is the primary antagonist in Silhouette Lost.  He targets his violence and 
vitriol at the unsuspecting Yamaria.  She has no clue who he is. Antonio 
matriculated with Yamaria's father and mother, Tomasso and Josephine. He was 

apt as a scientist, but sought to use his knowledge to pursue his selfish and nefarious 
aims, which he nearly consummated against Earth.  Long ago,  Antonio harboured 
affection towards Josephine that she did not reciprocate.  Though he was studious and 
well-apt, this scientist believed his work was overlooked unfairly.  He decided to take 
revenge on Earth as well as the closest representation of Josephine, her and Tomasso's 
daughter, Yamaria. 
 

 
Francesca is Salvatore's mother who was called ‘ocochi verdi’ because an 
Italian girl with green eyes was rare in her small Italian town.  She is very much 
traditional as Yamaria's Aunt Catalina.  Francesca is very proud of her son 
Salvatore—and isn't afraid to display her maternal affection towards him in 

the presence of others.  She is a good cook, providing her precious Salvatore of pleasant 
memories from his childhood. 
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This initially unkown intelligent being is an other-worldly winged creature.  
She is not bound by the dictates of the unknown or known universes.  She 
had made herself known to Yamaria as a child though she had not known 

it until years later.  This creature beyond the known worlds made her first 
appearance as a small bird which young Yamaria declared to her father and mother 
spoke to her while in their backyard.  The elders of the other world revere her.  Some 
who learn of her legend believe her to be a sort of angel.  She is beautiful with multi-
coloured plumage, several wings and a commanding, but endearing voice.  She 
witnessed Yamaria when she encountered her true self, after a part of her exhibited her 
ability to manifest.  This being of great power and mystery is a greater mystery even as 
Yamaria becomes reacquainted with her in her later years.  However, as Yamaria's and 
Salvatore's journey continues, she will reappear when either least expect it—and at 
times when most needed. 


